ZAIROAICHI workshop
“Reflecting Local Knowledge to Global Context”
Pre-session of International Workshop “Construction of a Global Platform for the Study of Sustainable Humanitiesphere”
- Date: (Mon) 2nd February 2015, 10:00-13:30
- Venue: Mid-size Conference Room, 3rd floor, Inamori Memorial Building, Kyoto University
- Organizer: ZAIROAICHI Research Group

Program
10:00-10:15 Introduction: SHIGETA Masayoshi, The Center for African Area Studies, Kyoto University (CAAS)
- “Formalization of Village Court and Desire for Authority: The Reconstruction of Local Arbitration in the New Guinea Highlands,” FUKAWA Hiroki, Graduate School of Human and Environmental Studies, Kyoto University (HES)
- “Survival Movement of Native Pig ‘Agua’ in Okinawa, Japan,” HIGA Rima, Institute for Research in Humanities, Kyoto University
- “The Magical Power of Song: Performative Local Knowledge in Hindu Rituals,” IZUKA Mayumi, HES
- “Mutual Aid and Cooperation: Changes of the Collective Work Group in Rural Mali,” IMANAKA Ryoosuke, Graduate School of Asian and African Area Studies, Kyoto University (SAFAS)
- “A Factoring Analysis of Land use Change in North Toraja, Indonesia, Targeting the Livelihoods of the Local People,” ODIE Ayako, SAFAS
- “Who Stopped the Road? Changing Current Concepts of Witchcraft in Southeast Cameroon,” YAMAGUCHI Ryota, SAFAS

10:30-10:45 Poster presentation
11:30-12:00 Comments
12:00-13:30 Luncheon session

Comments by:
ROGER BLENNCH, Kay Williamson Educational Foundation (KWF)
CLAIR Himmelheber, Rauterstruch Joetsu Museum (RJM)
FREDERICK JOULIAN, HES
PIERRE LEMMONNIER, CNRS

International Workshop
“Construction of a Global Platform for the Study of Sustainable Humanitiesphere”
- Date: (Fri) 6th February 2015
- Venue: Big-size Conference Room, 3rd floor, Inamori Building, Kyoto University
- Organizer: Strategic Young Researcher Overseas Visit Program for Accelerating Brain Circulation

Program
14:00-14:05 Session opening remarks: TANAKA Toshikazu, KWF
14:35-15:05 “Ara Studies of Indigenous Plough Agriculture in Africa: The Viability of the OX Plough Agricultural System among the Oromo of the Central Highlands of Ethiopia,” TANAKA Toshikazu, KWF
15:35-15:45 Comments: SHOJI Koichi, Graduate School of Agricultural Science, Kobe University
15:45-16:00 General discussion

6th February (Fri)

“Ploughing in Africa: Is Animal Tracton a Key Resource or a Bypassed Technology?”
[Session facilitator: TANAKA Toshikazu, KWF]

This session will discuss the potential of the ploughing agriculture by animal tractive in Africa in terms of History, Area Studies, and Food Security Studies. We will explore the better ways of development cooperation for the sustainable humanosphere.

Program
14:00-14:05 Session opening remarks: TANAKA Toshikazu, KWF
14:35-15:05 “Ara Studies of Indigenous Plough Agriculture in Africa: The Viability of the OX Plough Agricultural System among the Oromo of the Central Highlands of Ethiopia,” TANAKA Toshikazu, KWF
15:35-15:45 Comments: SHOJI Koichi, Graduate School of Agricultural Science, Kobe University
15:45-16:00 General discussion

7th February (Sat)

“Reflecting Local Knowledge to Global Context: The Development of a Sustainable Humanitiesphere in Asia and Africa”
[Session facilitator: KAN cub Morie, HES]

This session addresses the ways in which local knowledge (ZAIROAICHI) in Asian and African countries is reflected in the global context and examines the possibility of using this knowledge to develop a sustainable human environment in Asia and Africa. The session describes (1) Oral session: the reformulation and metamorphose of local knowledge related to livelihood, and (2) Poster sessions: the establishment and sharing of local knowledge in the museum.

Program
1. Oral session 10:00-12:00
10:00-10:15 “Reflecting Local Knowledge (ZAIROAICHI) to Global Context: With Special Reference to Local Knowledge on Ensene and Its Exhibition in Community-based Museum,” KAN cub Morie, HES
10:20-10:45 “Wee Adaptation Did We Immedelately Broke the Natural Contract? An Anthropological Response” (translating: FREDERICK JOULIAN, HES)
11:15-11:25 Coffee Break
11:25-11:50 “When Global Becomes Local” CLAIR Himmelheber, RJM
11:50-12:00 Comments: SHIGETA Masayoshi, CAAS

2. Poster presentation 12:00-12:30 Two minutes oral presentation

“Building Knowledge Through Collaboration with Local Peoples ‘Kohshiteki’ and Its Field Reporter Activities in Lake Elwro Museum,” OHYOKO MIe, Lake Elwro Museum
“When Global Becomes Local (poster presentation version),” CLAIR Himmelheber, RJM
“Special Exhibition for Local Knowledge (ZAIROAICHI) in Etsite (inmate venison) Project and Possibilities of Community-based Museum,” KAN cub Morie, HES & TANEMAKI Takashi, TAU
12:10-12:30 Poster presentation